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1. Apple’s Proposal
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Two important acronyms

• NCMEC: National Center for 
Missing & Exploited Children.

• CSAM: Child Sexual Abuse 
Materials.

NCMEC and CSAM
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Initial Rumblings
August 4th, 2021
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August 5th, 2021

1. “The Messages app will add new tools 
to warn children and their parents when 
receiving or sending sexually explicit 
photos.”

2. “New technology in iOS and iPadOS 
will allow Apple to detect known 
CSAM images stored in iCloud 
Photos [by] performing on-device 
matching using a database of known 
CSAM image hashes.”

3. “Siri and Search are also being updated 
to intervene when users perform 
searches for queries related to CSAM.”

Apple’s Announcement
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Big Deal



Proposed Changes

• Covered under the 
“Parental Controls” 
umbrella.

• Doesn’t send silent 
reports to the police.

• Not a bad design.

Messages
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Proposed Changes

• Siri’s answer sets are expanded 
to include answers relevant to 
CSAM queries.

• Absolutely nothing objectionable 
in this proposal.

Siri
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iCloud Photos

• iPhones that use iCloud Photos 
(pretty much all iPhones) will 
have silent, automated, local 
scanning of their photos to detect 
“objectionable content” (in this 
case, CSAM).

• If CSAM is found, report is sent 
to Apple and, potentially, the 
authorities.

CSAM Detection
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10 Source: Apple

1 How does it work?



11 Source: Apple

2 How does it work?



NeuralHash

• “Perceptual hashing”

• Able to detect if two 
images are “basically the 
same image” (regardless 
of cropping, compression, 
color differences…)

CSAM Detection
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2. Arguments Against
Part 1: Technical Criticism

(Not the important part)
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14 Source: Apple, USENIX Security Symposium 2021 Event



Misleading security promise 1

• Who doesn’t have iCloud Photos 
enabled?

• The scanning technology does 
not depend on iCloud Photos: 
it works completely locally.

• The same technology can be 
used to scan all local photos. 
iCloud Photos being enabled is 
purely a courtesy.

“Won’t scan all photos”
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Misleading security promise 1

• “We're not looking for CSAM on 
iPhones. [...] The sound-bite that 
got out early was "Apple is 
scanning my phone for images." 
This is not what's happening” — 
Craig Federighi, Apple Senior 
Vice President of Software 
Engineering

“Won’t scan all photos”
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Misleading security promise 2

• iOS is the most closed consumer 
computing ecosystem in the 
world.

• Obtaining an iPhone you can 
“peer into” is subject to loaning 
one from Apple, approved on an 
individual basis.

• Incredibly closed ecosystem, 
programs, specs, filesystem, 
code, standards…

“Auditability”
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Misleading security promise 3

• Apple has already canceled plans to 
encrypt iCloud backups after the FBI 
complained.

• Apple does not provide FaceTime in the 
United Arab Emirates due to government 
complaints about its end-to-end encryption.

• Apple pulled an app by the Russian 
democratic opposition that gave citizens 
voting information after pressure from the 
Kremlin (JUST A FEW WEEKS AGO!)

• Apple’s entire cloud infrastructure in China 
is subject to tight controls by the Chinese 
government.

“Not subject to pressure”
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“Censorship, Surveillance and Profits: A Hard Bargain for Apple in China” —

“Sometimes, Philip Shoemaker, who ran Apple’s App Store 
from 2009 to 2016, would be awakened in the middle of the 
night with demands from the Chinese government to remove 
an app.”
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Prof. Matthew D. Green, Johns Hopkins University —

“Chinese intelligence has physical control over 
your hardware — that’s basically a threat 
level you can’t let it get to.”
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These are the same photo
(According to NeuralHash).
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Do they matter?

• Potentially!

• WhatsApp saves received 
images to iCloud Photos by 
default.

• Attacker sends you a dozen 
“puppy photos” that secretly 
match NeuralHash hashes.

NeuralHash Forgeries
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• Apple’s countermeasures:

1. Hash database is secret.

2. Two types of perceptual 
hashing (?)

3. Manual human review.



2. Arguments Against
Part 2: Civic Criticism 

(The important part)
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Questions regarding personal privacy

• Nobody expects their photo albums to 
secretly watch their content and snitch to the 
police if objectionable content is found.

• Unlike Google Photos etc., Apple’s scanning 
is totally local.

• In Google’s case, scanning happens on 
their servers.

• It’s not your local phone in your house 
that’s watching itself for objectionable 
content and quietly informing the 
authorities.

• iCloud Photos being enabled is purely a 
courtesy.

Local scanning for bad content
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Questions regarding personal privacy

• Would you buy a safe if the 
manufacturer insisted on passing 
by once a month when you’re not 
home to check that you’re not 
putting drugs inside?

• Is it OK for Alexa to secretly call 
the cops if you ask for 
instructions on how to commit a 
crime?

Local scanning for bad content
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CSAM Databases used outside of their scope

“One of the technologies originally built to scan 
and hash child sexual abuse imagery has been 
repurposed to create a database of “terrorist” 
content that companies can contribute to and 
access for the purpose of banning such content. 
The database, managed by the Global Internet 
Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT), is troublingly 
without external oversight, despite calls from civil 
society. While it’s therefore impossible to know 
whether the database has overreached, we do 
know that platforms regularly flag critical content 
as “terrorism,” including documentation of violence 
and repression, counterspeech, art, and satire.”

Mission Creep
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Sarah Jamie Lewis, Director, OpenPrivacy.ca

“Stop using encryption so we can can check your 
messages for criminal activity” becomes “Allow us to 
scan all the files on your computer for criminal activity”.
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http://OpenPrivacy.ca


Sarah Jamie Lewis, Director, OpenPrivacy.ca

“How long do you think it will be before the database 
is expanded to include “terrorist” content? “harmful-
but-legal” content? state-specific censorship?”
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Reminder: homosexuality and 
insulting the King are both 

punishable in Saudi Arabia.

http://OpenPrivacy.ca


Prof. Matthew D. Green, Johns Hopkins University

“The pressure is going to come from the UK, 
from the US, from India, from China. I’m 
terrified about what that’s going to look like.”
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1. “This was working great until the bad guys 
caught up!”

2. “Oh, the content scanning technology is local! It 
doesn’t depend on iCloud Photos being enabled 
in the first place!”

3. Local content scanning regardless of cloud 
service now becomes the norm.

4. Mission creep broadens the scope.

5. We’re screwed.

What happens when the bad 
guys simply disable iCloud 
Photos?
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3. Arguments For
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• NCMEC’s 2020 “Reports by 
Electronic Service Providers” 
claims Facebook gave 
20,307,216 reports, Dropbox 
gave 20,928 reports, while Apple 
only gave 265 reports.

• Not a valid comparison. 
Facebook is used to publish. 
Dropbox is used to share files. 
Apple’s services are almost 
entirely private!

Comparing Apples 
to oranges
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• Everyone wants children to be 
safe.

• Measures and technologies 
adopted focus on short-term child 
protection while ignoring long-
term consequences on personal 
rights and privacy.

Child Abuse is a 
serious problem
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4. Conclusion
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1. “This was working great until the bad guys 
caught up!”

2. “Oh, the content scanning technology is local! It 
doesn’t depend on iCloud Photos being enabled 
in the first place!”

3. Local content scanning regardless of cloud 
service now becomes the norm.

4. Mission creep broadens the scope.

5. We’re screwed.

What happens when the bad 
guys simply disable iCloud 
Photos?
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Marita Rodriguez, Executive Director of Strategic Partnerships, National Center for Missing and Exploited Children,
In a memo shared with Apple employees by Sebastien Marineau-Mes, Vice President of Software at Apple

“I know it’s been a long day and that many of you probably haven’t slept in 24 
hours. We know that the days to come will be filled with the screeching 
voices of the minority.

Our voices will be louder.”
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Apple

“Update as of September 3, 2021: Previously we announced plans for 
features intended to help protect children from predators who use 
communication tools to recruit and exploit them and to help limit the 
spread of Child Sexual Abuse Material. Based on feedback from 
customers, advocacy groups, researchers, and others, we have decided 
to take additional time over the coming months to collect input and 
make improvements before releasing these critically important child 
safety features.”
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ApplePrivacyLetter.com

• I wrote and organized an open 
letter, almost 9,000 signatures in 
a couple of weeks.

• EFF launched an open letter and 
a global coalition.

• Many experts spoke out.

Civil society had an impact
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http://ApplePrivacyLetter.com


• Local content scanning can and 
will be abused to turn private 
property into constant automated 
policing in your pocket of your 
private information and files.

• Scanning something on a server 
vs. your devices suspecting you 
locally: fundamentally different.

Private devices 
should remain private.
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• Thank you for listening.

• Website: nadim.computer

• Twitter: @kaepora

https://nadim.computer
https://twitter.com/kaepora

